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Abstract: This paper presents an effective biogeography-based optimization (BBO) for optimal
location and sizing of solar photovoltaic distributed generation (PVDG) units to reduce power
losses while maintaining voltage profile and voltage harmonic distortion at the limits. This applied
algorithm was motivated by biogeography, that the study of the distribution of biological species
through time and space. This technique is able to expand the searching space and retain good solution
group at each generation. Therefore, the applied method can significantly improve performance.
The effectiveness of the applied algorithm is validated by testing it on IEEE 33-bus and IEEE 69-bus
radial distribution systems. The obtained results are compared with the genetic algorithm (GA),
the particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) and the artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC). As a
result, the applied algorithm offers better solution quality and accuracy with faster convergence.

Keywords: biogeography-based optimization; solar photovoltaic; distributed generation; power loss;
voltage profile; harmonic distortion

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the installation of distributed generation sources (DGs) in general and solar
photovoltaic distributed generation (PVDG) is common in the distribution network. DG with
suitable location and sizing installed in power system can bring different benefits to the system,
including reduction of total power losses and improvement of power quality features such as voltage
profile, standard voltage wave and frequency [1,2]. However, the incorrect location and unreasonable
sizing of DG units can cause unexpected issues, such as voltage flicker, voltage sags, fault current,
harmonic distortion and power loss, increase in the power system. Other studies regarding distribution
power network have indicated different impacts of DG installations on power systems. For instance,
total power loss could be reduced to 13% [3] and could be greatly decreased thanks to the installation
of the suitable DG units [4]. Power loss minimization and voltage stability improvement are important
requirements in the operation of power systems to avoid economic damage and voltage collapse
respectively [5]. Therefore, the research to determine the optimal location and sizing of DG units in the
distribution network is necessary [6,7].
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The benefits are dependent on how optimally DG units are installed in the distribution system.
Most of the approaches applied for finding the optimal location and sizing of DG units have considered
power loss reduction and voltage improvement as the main objectives. In [8], particle swarm
optimization (PSO) has been employed for dealing with the study that DG units were connected
to the power grid. PSO is one of the most useful and popular methods. In that paper, the optimal
DG units have been found with objective function of minimizing total power loss while voltage at
each bus was constrained within a predetermined range. This study has made a statement that it was
necessary to determine suitability and size of DG units. However, there was not enough evidence to
conclude the performance of PSO for the considered problem because only power loss objective has
been considered for comparison in the paper. In addition to PSO, genetic algorithm (GA) is also one
of the most popular methods and has been applied for the considered problem [9,10]. These authors
used GA to determine location and sizing of DG units for improving the voltage profile as well as
power loss reduction. The voltage stability and loss reduction are really enhanced after DG units are
properly installed in the distribution system. Besides, the authors in [11] were successful in finding
suitable DG units by using big bang-big crunch (BB-BC) method with the purpose of energy losses in a
distribution system. A multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) has been proposed for
determining the optimal location and sizing of DG units under economic and technical analysis [12].
Suitable DG units can bring significant benefits including saving the cost thank to power loss reduction
and purchasing power increase. Most previous researches have overlooked an important element
of harmonics. Actually, as connecting DG units to the distribution system, total harmonic distortion
(THD) and individual harmonic distortion (IHD) would be changed [13]. Study in [13] could be a
significant contribution to the distribution system since some types of DG unit have been installed in
the small distribution system for testing improvement levels. By using the genetic algorithm (GA),
the location, the type and the size of DG units have been found. The suitable location DG units have
reduced many issues harmfully influencing power quality. In that paper, three different objectives
such as power loss, voltage deviation and harmonic distortion have been considered to be optimized.

In this research, biogeography-based optimization (BBO) is applied for finding optimal solutions
of the considered problem. BBO’s optimization technique was motivated by biogeography, which was
the study of the distribution of biological species through time and space [14]. BBO algorithm has
the principle of operation is simple, convergence is quite fast and there are not many parameters to
adjust. In this work, a method is applied to find the optimal location and sizing of PVDG units for total
power losses reduction and voltage profile improvement while total harmonic distortion (THD) and
individual harmonic distortion (IHD) are maintained within harmonic distortion standard limits [15].
In the paper, all the objectives are optimized simultaneously by using multi-objective function. The best
compromise solution of the multi-objective problem can be determined thank to the application of
a sum of the weighted methods. Each weighted factor associated with each objective component is
selected to be dependent on it important level the main purpose of study. First of all, the determination
of harmonic flow is solved based on the forward/backward sweep technique (FW/BWST) which was
proposed in [16]. In the test cases, the different harmonic sources are injected into some linear loads
and make them become non-linear loads. The authors in this article argue that the harmonics should
be kept within the standard limits and try to minimize the power loss for maximizing profit. Therefore,
this paper proposes equations from 6 to 10 to find the global optimization solution while satisfying
both THD and IHD. These equations could help to reduce THD and IHD within the predetermined
limits quickly. Once THD and IHD are satisfied, the equations drive objective function to focuses on
reducing the power loss in the system. Thanks to this, it opens up many opportunities for finding
better solutions.

The suggested BBO method together with three other popular methods consisting of PSO,
ABC and GA are employed to find optimal location as well as optimal capacity of PVDG units
installed in IEEE 33-bus and IEEE 69-bus radial distribution systems. The obtained results, such as
total power loss, voltage profile, THD, IHD and capacity of all PVDG units together with optimal
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solution search process figure of all applied methods, are compared for resulting in the evaluation of
with other methods. As a result, the main contributions of the work can be summarized as follows:

(1) We propose harmonic objective effectively: optimization tools can focus on power loss reduction
since IHD and THD can satisfy required limits.

(2) We demonstrate the high performance of installing PVDG units in distribution power
network: power loss can be reduced optimally while IHD, THD and voltage profile are
improved significantly.

(3) We test the effectiveness level of four applied methods: BBO is the best one in finding the best
location and the most appropriate capacity of PVDG units. All results from the distribution power
network such as power loss, IHD, THD, voltage profile and together with the total capacity of al
all PVDG units obtained by BBO are more effectively than other methods. In addition, BBO is
also superior to other ones in terms of faster solution search.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows: objective functions and considered
constraints are presented in Section 2, problem formulation. The whole search procedure of BBO
method is described in detail in Section 3. The whole computation process of using BBO for the
considered problem is shown in Section 4. Obtained results from two systems with 33 buses and
69 buses are compared for evaluation in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and concludes the
whole work in the paper.

2. Problem Formulation

Due to the characteristics of nonlinear loads in distribution systems, the presence of harmonics
will distort voltage waveforms, negatively influencing power quality and stable operation of loads.
Consequently, harmonic is one of the most important factors in distribution systems. This paper
focuses on the target of reduction of total power loss, improving voltage profile and keeping total
harmonic distortion and individual harmonic distortion within acceptable bounds. To obtain the
target and completely satisfy all the constraints, PVDG units should be connected in the system but
their location and size must be optimized. However, installation of PVDG units always requires the
additional installation of other important components such as monitoring systems [17] and power
converters [18]. Between the two required equipment, power converters with the operation of power
electronic devices also causes unhopeful impact on the distribution system similar to nonlinear loads,
i.e. the presence of harmonics. To avoid overlapping the same shortcomings as nonlinear loads,
manufacturing technology of power converters always consider harmonic filters seriously, so that
PVDG units are not the harmonic source [18,19]. Therefore, in the study we suppose that all PVDG
units installed in distribution systems have been checked for pure sinusoidal voltage waveforms thank
to the use of harmonic filters.

2.1. Objective Function

The multi-objective function includes two main components including: total active power losses
(TPL) and harmonic distortion in which harmonic distortion is divided in total harmonic distortion
(THD) and individual harmonic distortion (IHD).

2.1.1. Total Active Power Loss

Total active power loss (TPL) is an important factor for evaluating economic performance of
working power system. Thus, optimal operation of power system often considers the issue as main
objective as the mathematical equation below [15]:

Minimize TPLDG =
Nbr

∑
n=1

I2
nDGRn (1)
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However, the multi-objective problem will cope with difficulty of determining the best
compromise solution since considered single objectives have huge deviation of values. In fact,
total active power loss can be from zero MW up to tens of MW while harmonic distortion is
approximately from zero to less than 1. The phenomenon results in a huge difficulty of selecting
weighted facts. In order to deal with the restriction, we suggest another objective function show in
Equation (2) below:

Minimize F1 =
TPLDG

TPL
(2)

In the model, TPLDG is the total power loss of distribution system with the use of PVDG units,
which can be calculated by using Equation (1) while TPL is the total active power loss before installing
PVDG units, which can be found by the following model [15]:

TPL =
Nbr

∑
n=1

I2
nRn (3)

It is obvious that the value of TPLDG is always less than that of TPL if installation of PVDG
units is effective, so, F1 is kept within the range from 0 to 1 that harmonic distortion is always in.
As a result, the two single objectives in the multi-objective function at Equation (11) can be balanced
in the same range and this can simplify the selection of weighted factors associated with the two
objective functions.

2.1.2. Harmonic Distortion

In this study, distribution system with nonlinear loads is considered, leading to the presence of
harmonics damaging power quality. As considering harmonics, two major issues including THD and
IHD must be added in objective function.

Total voltage harmonic distortion at each bus is defined by [20]:

THDV,i(%) =

√
H
∑

h 6=1
|Vh

i |2

|V1
i |

·100 (4)

Individual harmonic distortion at each bus is defined [20]:

IHDh
V,i(%) =

|Vh
i |
|V1

i |
·100 (5)

By IEEE Std. 519 [20], THDV,i and IHDh
V,i should not exceed 5% and 3%, respectively. Hence,

F2 will be divided into 2 parts, F2_THD and F2_IHD, and obtained by the two proposed models:

F2_THD = 1− 1
eα1

, (6)

and F2_IHD = 1− 1
eα2

(7)

where:

α1 =

{
max(THDV,i)

δ i f max (THDV,i) > δ,
0 else

(8)

α2 =

{
max(IHDh

V,i)

γ i f max (IHDh
V,i) > γ

0 else
(9)
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Equations (6) and (7) are divided into two parts that are presented in Equations (8) and (9),
respectively. In Equations (8) and (9), δ = 5% and γ = 3% according to IEEE Std. 519. We propose
Equations (6), (7) and (10) for improving performance, the expectation of receiving better economic
benefits and ensuring the technical criteria. In this case, α1 and α2 play important roles in determining
values for F2_THD, F2_IHD and F2. If α1 and α2 are equal to infinity, F2_THD and F2_IHD will get the values
equal to one, respectively. Thus, F2 in Equation (10) will get the maximum value, equaling 1. On the
contrary, if α1 and α2 are equal to zero, F2_THD and F2_IHD will be equal to zero. This means that F2

obtained by using Equation (10) will receive the smallest value, zero. In other words, if either THDV,i
or IHDh

V,i violates the harmonic standard limits, F2_THD and F2_IHD will become a component in the
multi-objective function and receive non-zero values. Otherwise, F2_THD and F2_IHD will be nullified
(get zero values) and the objective function will focus on minimizing another remaining component
(F1) for maximizing economic benefits. In this regard, applied optimization algorithms have more
opportunities in finding solutions with high quality and satisfying all constraints. In addition, objective
F2 is calculated by the following Equation (10):

F2 =
F2_THD + F2_IHD

2
(10)

Finally, the multi-objective function of the considered problem is established as follows:

F = min(ω1F1 + ω2F2) (11)

In this paper, a sum of the weighted method for deciding the objective function value of each
proposed solution in solving problem. Thus, the two factors, ω1 and ω2 are constrained by [21]:

ω1 + ω2 = 1 and 0 ≤ ω1, ω2 ≤ 1 (12)

2.2. Constraints

2.2.1. The power Balance Constraints

Power losses is due to the flow of the current with fundamental frequency through impedances
of energized conductors and the power losses are calculated by using Equation (3) where considered
voltage already satisfied harmonic limits. In this case, harmonic currents are very, leading to very tiny
power loss. As a result, total power losses are found by using current with fundamental frequency
only and power balance constraint has the following form:

Nload

∑
i=1

PLoad,i +
Nbr

∑
n=1

PLoss,n −
NDG

∑
i=1

PDG,i − PGrid = 0 (13)

2.2.2. The Voltage Limits

The constraints of the multi-objective function should be kept in the voltage limits [22] as below:

Vmin ≤ |Vi| ≤ Vmax, i = 1, . . . , Nbus (14)

The bus voltage and voltage limit values are calculated at the fundamental frequency.
According to IEC Std. 50160, lower bound and upper bound of voltage in low voltage and

medium voltage electricity distribution systems are 0.9 and 1.1 in pu, respectively. However, in the
distribution systems with 33 buses and 69 buses, the best range is from 0.95 to 1.05 in pu due to the
voltage control of transformers in distribution systems [23]. Clearly, the range is more serious than IEC
Std. 50160 but it still satisfies IEC Std. 50160.
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2.2.3. Total Voltage Harmonic Distortion & Individual Voltage Harmonic Distortion Limits

Follow IEEE Std. 519, total voltage harmonic distortion and individual voltage harmonic distortion
should be met in the constraint below [20]:

THDV,i(%) ≤ δ (15)

IHDh
V,i(%) ≤ γ (16)

where, δ is defined in Equation (8) and γ is defined in Equation (9).

2.2.4. The PVDG Units’ Capacity Limits

The active power of each PVDG units should selected within predetermined range and the sum
of capacity of all PVDG units should not be higher than the load demand. The description can be seen
by the following inequalities:

Pmin
DG ≤ PDG,i ≤ Pmax

DG (17)

NDG

∑
i=1

PDG,i ≤
Nload

∑
i=1

PLoad,i (18)

3. Biogeography-Based Optimization Algorithm (BBO)

3.1. Basic Description of BBO

This paper presents an optimization algorithm based on the theory of biogeography, which is
called biogeography-based optimization (BBO) [14]. Actually, BBO method has common features
with other biology based optimization methods such as ABC, PSO, and GA but it has outstanding
construction. The algorithm is found based on the observation of species emergence and migration from
one island to the other. Based on that natural phenomenon, the mathematical model of biogeography
is described [24,25].

Habitats are considered to be a good place with plentiful food, water sources, moderate
temperature, proper humidity, and so on. The fact that different habitats have different conditions.
Thus, each habitat is assigned to Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for evaluating its quality level.
The habitats which have difficult and harsh living conditions will be gotten a low index while other
ones with better conditions will has higher index. Actually, the habitats with high HSI will attract
many species for living and development and many species will emigrate to the habitats or nearby
habitats for settling their life. The immigration rate is low and the emigration is high for habitats with
high HSI vice versa. Because there are immigration and emigration in each habitat, thus there will
be information exchange among considered habitats. The information about characteristics in each
habitat is shared from this habitat to others through the migration operation of species. In the BBO,
each design variable for particular population member is considered as suitability index variable (SIV)
for that population member [14].

As shown in Figure 1, the number of species in a habitat is completely extinct when the maximum
of immigration of species at rate I. Once the number of species (Sm) increases, the population density
in the area increases. In this regard, there are fewer opportunities for new species to migrate to this
habitat, causing low immigration rate. When such species achieve the largest population allowed
to survive in this habitat, the immigration will come to zero and the emigration rate will reach a
maximum [14].
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Figure 1. The relationship between the number of species, emigration rate and immigration rate.

The emigration and immigration rates are equal when the number of species is equal to S0.
This equilibrium point presents the balance between the immigration of the new species and the
extinction of the old species [25]. In the BBO algorithm, there are two main operations: migration
operation and mutation operation.

3.2. Migration Operation

This operation is a process of probabilistically modifying each individual in the habitat
randomly. The habitat with high HSI tends to have a large number of species, high emigration
rate, and immigration rate. A habitat with a high HSI tends to be more static in its species distribution.
Immigration rate (λm) and emigration rate (µm) are function of the number of species in a habitat
and they are used to probabilistically share the information between habitats. For the habitat with no
species, its immigration rate can be the highest. λm and µm can be given by [26]:

λm = I·(1− Sm

Smax ) (19)

µm = E·( Sm

Smax ) (20)

3.3. Mutation Operation

Mutation tends to increase the diversity of a species in a habitat. Due to natural events, the HSI of
a habitat can change dramatically, causing the species count to shift away from its equilibrium value.
Species count may be a probability value (Ps). If the probability Pm is very low, the considered solution
will has more possibility to be newly updated. Therefore, the mutation rate of an individual solution
can be calculated using species count probability, given by [27]:

m(s) = mmax·(1− Ps

Pmax ) (21)

3.4. Procedures for Implementing BBO Algorithm

The general implementation process of BBO algorithm for solving a typical optimization problem
can be described briefly as follows [28]:

Step 1: Initialize BBO parameters that are necessary for the algorithm. These parameters include
population size (the number of habitats), maximum immigration rate, emigration rate,
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mutation coefficient, the elite keeping rate, the habitat modification probability, number
of control variables.

Step 2: Randomly generate population in the acceptable limits. Each member in the population
contains the value of all the variations and every variation in the population indicates SIVs for
that member.

Step 3: Calculate and collect the value of objective function for all population members. This value
indicates the HSI for that Habitat. In this case, if the problem is a constrained optimization
problem, then a specific approach such as penalty is used for converting the constrained
optimization problem into the unconstrained optimization problem.

Step 4: Map the HSI value to obtain the species count. Here, the species count with high value is
allotted to the population member having high HSI for maximization optimization problem.

Step 5: Calculate immigration rate and emigration rate for Hm. Calculate λm and µm by using
Equations (19) and (20), respectively.

Step 6: Migration operation [29]. Migration operation is applied for modifying habitats, which are
selected probabilistically (roulette wheel method can be used for selection). In this step,
the selected habitat Hm,d will be replaced by another habitat Hj,d. While, the probability of
election of Hm is proportional to immigration rate (λm) and the probability of election of Hj is
proportional to emigration rate (µm).

Hm,d ← Hj,d (22)

After applying migration operation, HSI must be calculated.
Step 7: Mutation operator [29]. Mutation operation is applied for each selected habitat. Select Hm,d

according to mutation rate of Equation (21). The quantity of HSI for selected mutation habitat
must be calculated again:

Hm,d ← Hmin + rand·(Hmax − Hmin) (23)

Step 8: Best obtained solution is saved using elitism. Select population for next generation.
Step 9: Repeat from step 3 until the specified number of generations or termination criterion is reached.

4. Biogeography-Based Optimization Algorithm for PVDG Units

With the strong growth in the connection of PVDG units in the distribution system, several
methods have been employed to solve optimization problems considering the different objective
functions and all constraints of distribution power networks. Actually, PVDG planning is one of the
most important issues with significant impacts on economic and technical prospects. In this paper,
PVDG units supply the active power directly to the loads in the radial distribution system with the
presence of many nonlinear loads causing harmonics in the working systems. By installing and
determining the optimal location as well as appropriate sizing of PVDG units, they can support the
distribution power network with positive aspect. They can act as a power source supplying active
power to load and playa very important electric component in reducing the total power loss, enhancing
the voltage profile and maintaining the harmonic distortion falling into an accepted range. In this
section, BBO is applied for determining the best location and the most appropriate rated power for
PVDG units so that all total power loss is minimized while constraints regarding distribution power
network and harmonic are exactly met. The implementation of BBO for the problem is described in
detail as follows:
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4.1. Producting Initial Solutions

Generation of initial population is an important step in implementation procedure of one method
for solving an optimization problem. In the first task of the step, decision variables are chosen
and included in each solution (i.e., each habitat of BBO method) and then generation of the whole
population is easily done in the second task by setting all these decision variables to their predetermined
range randomly. In the study, harmonic flow can be calculated by using forward/backward sweep
technique (FW/BWST) but the technique needs information of location and rated active power of all
installed PVDG units. Thus, the two factors including location and rated active power all PVDG units
are considered to be decision variables in the problem and shown in Equation (24) below:

Hm =
[
L1m, P1m, . . . , Ljm, Pjm, . . . , LNDGm, PNDGm

]
; m = 1, . . . , Npop (24)

Then, the whole population is randomly created within lower bound and upper bound as the
following formula:

Hm = Hmin + rand·(Hmax − Hmin); m = 1, . . . , Npop (25)

where Hmin and Hmax are the lower bound and upper bound of all decision variables in each considered
solution. The two important terms can be mathematically expressed by:

Hmin =
[

Lmin
1 , Pmin

1 , . . . , Lmin
j , Pmin

j , . . . , Lmin
NDG

, Pmin
NDG

]
(26)

Hmax =
[

Lmax
1 , Pmax

1 , . . . , Lmax
j , Pmax

j , . . . , Lmax
NDG

, Pmax
NDG

]
(27)

For all the study case with different systems such as 33-bus system and 69-bus system,
the minimum location (Lmin

j ) of the jth PVDG unit, is bus No. 2 while the maximum location (Lmax
j )

is equal to bus No. Nbus, the number of buses in the considered distribution power network. On
the contrary to the range of location, predetermined range of rated power for each PVDG unit can
be selected by operators. Basically, the minimum rated active power (Pmin

j ) of the jth PVDG unit is

selected to be zero while its maximum (Pmin
j ) is set to a value dependent on nominal voltage of the

considered distribution system. The selection will be given and explained in simulation results section.

4.2. Produce New Solutions and Fix Violated Variables

BBO produces a new location and new size for all PVDG units by using migration operation
as in step 6 and a mutation operation as in step 7 in the implementation procedures which were
mentioned in Section 3 above. Normally, not every variable in a new solution violates predetermined
bounds simultaneously but all variables in new solutions should be checked and fixed by using the
following model:

Hm =


Hmin i f Hm < Hmin

Hmax i f Hm > Hmax

Hm else
(28)

4.3. Calculate of Fitness Function Value

Performing initialization and new solution generation, all essential variables can be obtained and
added into the data for running forward/backward sweep technique. Dependent variables yielded by
the technique are current through all branches and voltage of all buses.

Total power loss can be obtained by using Equation (1) and objective function F1 can be calculated
by using Equation (2). Two terms regarding harmonics such as THD and IHD can be determined
as a result of employing Equations (4) and (5), and then two terms in objective function F2_THD and
F2_IHD are found by using Equations (6) and (7). Finally, F2 is calculated by using Equation (10).
The multi-objective function of the problem is obtained by using Equation (11). The multi-objective
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function and the violation of dependent variables are considered to be main terms in fitness function
for judging quality of new solutions of BBO and other methods. The fitness function is constructed
as follows:

FFm = Fm + µV

Nbus

∑
i=1

∆V2
i,m + µI

Nbr

∑
i=1

∆I2
n,m (29)

where ∆Vi,m and ∆In,m can be yielded by the following formulas:

∆Vi,m =


Vi,m −Vmax

i i f Vi > Vmax
i

Vmin
i −Vi,m i f Vi,m < Vmin

i
0 else

(30)

∆In,m =

{
In,m − Imax

n i f In,m > Imax
n

0 else
(31)

4.4. Termination of Iterative Algorithm

The process of determining location and size of all installed PVDG units can be stopped based
on comparison condition of current iteration and the predetermined maximum number of iterations.
If current iteration is not equal to the maximum iteration, the search continues to be carried and
otherwise, the search is stopped.

4.5. The Whole Search Procedure of BBO for Considered Problem

The whole computation process of using BBO for determining location and size of all installed
PVDG units in distribution power network is given in Figure 2 and described in detail as follows:

Step 1: Assign values to main parameters of BBO such as maximum immigration rate, emigration
rate, mutation coefficient, kept population rate in percent, maximum number of iterations,
population size, the number of installed PVDG units and rated power of each PVDG unit.

Step 2: Read system data, which includes line data and bus data of the radial distributed system.
Step 3: Generate population by using Equation (25).
Step 4: Run power flow and harmonic power flow based on FW/BWTS to obtain all remaining

variables In,m and Vi,m for the mth solution.
Step 5: Calculate total power loss and F1 by using Equations (1) and (2) Calculate THD and IHD by

employing Equations (4) and (5) Calculate F2_THD and F2_IHD by using Equations (6) and (7)
Determine F2 by using Equation (10) Calculate multi-objective function F by using Equation
(11) Evaluate quality of the solution m by calculating Equation (29).
Step 6: Select the best current solution based on the fitness values.

Step 7: Set the computation to the first iteration (Iter = 1).
Step 8: Determine the emigration rate and immigration rate for Hm by using Equations (19)

and (20), respectively.
Step 9: Migration operation: Follow the step 6 at procedures for implementing BBO algorithm.
Step 10: Mutation operation: Follow the step 7 at procedures for implementing BBO algorithm.
Step 11: Check limit violation for all new solutions and correct them by using Equation (28)
Step 12: Run power flow and harmonic power flow based on FW/BWTS to obtain all remaining

variables In,m and Vi,m for the mth solution.
Step 13: Calculate total power loss and F1 by using Equations (1) and (2) Calculate THD and IHD

by employing Equations (4) and (5) Calculate F2_THD and F2_IHD by using Equations (6)
and (7) Determine F2 by using Equation (10) Calculate multi objective function F by using
Equation (11) Evaluate quality of the mth solution by calculating Equation (29).
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Step 14: Select the population for next generation by combining the top solution at previous generation
with the top solution at current generation.

Step 15: Determine and update the best current solution.
Step 16: If Iter < MaxIter, back to step 8. Otherwise, stop searching new solutions and report the best

optimal solution.
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5. Simulation Results

Here, we implement BBO method for finding optimal location and sizing of PVDG units with
intent to reduce total active power loss while two main requirements such as harmonic flow constraints
followed by IEEE Std. 519 and keeping voltage of all buses within an accepted range. Two study cases
including an IEEE 33-bus distribution power network and an IEEE 69-bus distribution power network
are chosen for running the BBO method. The data of the two systems are taken from [30,31] and given
in the Appendix A. For verifying the performance of BBO, three other methods consisting of artificial
bee colony (ABC), particle swarm optimization (PSO) with inertia weight and genetic algorithm (GA)
are also executed for the two power systems. For each case, 30 trials of each method are run by coding
in Matlab program language and personal computer with a 2.0 GHz CPU and 2.0 GB RAM.

For dealing with the multi-objective function (11), the weight factor ω1 associated with total
power loss objective is set to 0.6 while the weight factor ω2 associated with the harmonic flow objective
is set to 0.4. The selection can satisfy the constraint (12) and is also compatible with the contribution of
each objective function to the multi objective function. In fact, although F2 is the sum of two harmonic
objective functions consisting of F2_THD and F2_IHD, the optimization of F2 is not important as highly
as F1. We focus on minimizing total power loss F1 and keeping THD and IHD within acceptable range
as showing IEEE Std. 519.

In order to run BBO, the maximum immigration (I) and migration rates (E) for each habitat are
fixed at 1; the maximum mutation rate (mmax) is set to 0.1; the habitat modification probability (Pmod)
equal to 1; the combining ratio of selected habitat from the previous generation and current generation
for next generation for each iteration is set to the range [20%–80%] (or the elite keeping rate equal
to 0.2). For running GA, the optimal parameters are used as follows: the crossover probability (Cr)
equal to 0.8 and mutation probability (Mu) equal to 0.001 [10]. To implement ABC, the colony size
(employed bees + onlooker bees) is set to population size and the number of employed bees is equal to
onlooker bees [32]. For running PSO, two acceleration factors c1 and c2 are set to 2 while the maximum
and minimum inertia weight factor ωmax and ωmin are respectively fixed at 0.9 and 0.4 [33]. On the
other hand, the same control parameters of the four methods including population size Npop and the
maximum number of iteration MaxIter are selected to be 50 and 100, respectively.

5.1. Case 1: IEEE 33-Bus Distribution Network

In this section, we install three different PVDG units in IEEE 33-bus system shown in Figure 3.
The location and rated power of the units are control variables and need to be determined by using the
four implemented methods. The locations that we can install the PVDG units are from bus 2 to bus 33
while the rated power of each PVDG unit can be selected to be from 0 MW and 2.0 MW [34]. In addition,
for producing nonlinear loads, we inject five harmonic flows simultaneously to six loads located at
buses 10, 15, 20, 24, 27 and 32. Information of the five harmonic flows such as order, magnitude as well
as angle are taken from [35] and shown in Table 1.Energies 2019, 12, 174 14 of 25 
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Table 2. The comparison among four methods for IEEE 33-bus system. 

Method GA ABC PSO BBO 
The worst F 0.2570 0.2401 0.2523 0.2219 
Average F 0.2375 0.2313 0.2291 0.2152 
The best F 0.2238 0.2227 0.2203 0.2115 
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Figure 3. IEEE 33-bus distribution network.
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Table 1. Five harmonic flows injected to loads in distribution power networks.

Harmonic Order Magnitude (%) Angle (◦)

5; 7; 11; 13; 17 0.765; 0.627; 0.248; 0.127; 0.071 28; −180; −59; 79; −253

The obtained numerical results for 30 trial runs consisting of the worst value of objective F, average
value of F for 30 runs and the best value of obejctive F are reported in Table 2. In addition, two single
objectives consisting of F1 and F2 corresponding to the best value of objective F are also reported
in the table for better comparison. The best F values found by GA, ABC, PSO and BBO are 0.2238,
0.227, 0.2203 and 0.2115, respectively. According to these results, BBO can find less objective F than
GA, ABC and PSO by 0.012, 0.011 and 0.009. In other words, BBO can improve the result over these
methods up to 5.496%, 5.029% and 3.995%. The best F2 equaling 0 from all methods indicates that the
four methods can successfully reduce harmonic flows to acceptable value while the best F1 regarding
power loss found by BBO is the smallest equaling 0.3525 while that of GA, ABC and PSO is 0.3730,
0.3712 and 0.3672, respectively. The improvement of F1 from BBO over GA, ABC and PSO is the
same as the improvement of objective function F1. For better comparisons of total power loss (which
is considered in F1) and harmonic flows (which are considered in F2), we report THDmax

V , IHDmax
V

and total power loss for the cases of uninstalling PVDG units and installing PVDG units by the four
methods in Table 3. It is obviously seen that before connecting PVDG units to grid, two harmonic
components and total power loss are the highest. Namely, THDmax

V and IHDmax
V are 6.0331% and

3.9133%, which are higher than required standard with 5% and 3%, respectively. Furthermore, the total
power loss is very high, 0.2027 MW. However, after employing four methods in finding location and
size of PVDG units in the system, both the two harmonic components and total power can significantly
reduce. In fact, GA, ABC, PSO and BBO methods can reduce THDmax

V and IHDmax
V to 4.1902% and

2.7187%, 4.1627% and 2.7009%, 4.2749% and 2.7736, and 3.9355% and 2.5535%, respectively. Clearly,
these THDmax

V and IHDmax
V . are less than 5% and 3% as shown in IEEE Std. 519. Besides, the total

power loss from four methods is also less than the case without installing PVDG units. The total power
loss can be reduced to 0.0756 MW, 0.0752 MW, 0.0744 MW and 0.0715 MW for GA, ABC, PSO and
BBO, respectively. The comparisons among the four applied methods recommend that BBO is the
most appropriate method for installing PVDG units in the IEEE 33-bus system since it can support the
power system in destroying harmonic flows and saving energy. Not only THDmax

V and IHDmax
V but

also total power loss from BBO are less than that from GA, ABC and PSO. Optimal solutions including
location and size of each PVDG unit together with the total rated power of all units found by the
four methods are reported in Table 4. The total capacity of three optimal PVDG units that GA, ABC,
PSO and BBO select are 3.3419 MW, 3.0077 MW, 3.0590 MW and 2.9247 MW, respectively. Compared
to GA, ABC and PSO, BBO uses the smallest capacity of PVDG units while total power loss is the
smallest. This result can indicate that it should install thee PVDG units at bus 14, bus 24 and bus 30
rather than other selections from the three compared methods.

Table 2. The comparison among four methods for IEEE 33-bus system.

Method GA ABC PSO BBO

The worst F 0.2570 0.2401 0.2523 0.2219
Average F 0.2375 0.2313 0.2291 0.2152
The best F 0.2238 0.2227 0.2203 0.2115
The best F1 0.3730 0.3712 0.3672 0.3525
The best F2 0 0 0 0
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Table 3. The comparisons of IHD, THD and total power loss for IEEE 33-bus system.

Case Without
PVDG

With PVDGs
and GA

With PVDGs
and ABC

With PVDGs
and PSO

With PVDGs
and BBO

THDmax
V (%) 6.0331 4.1902 4.1627 4.2749 3.9355

IHDmax
V (%) 3.9133 2.7187 2.7009 2.7736 2.5535

Total active power loss (MW) 0.2027 0.0756 0.0752 0.0744 0.0715

Table 4. The best solution obtained by four methods for IEEE 33-bus system.

Method The Best Solution Total Capacity of PVDG Units

GA
Bus: 14–Size: 0.6947 MW

3.3419 MWBus: 24–Size: 1.1844 MW
Bus: 28–Size: 1.4628 MW

ABC
Bus: 09–Size: 1.1372 MW

3.0077 MWBus: 24–Size: 1.0674 MW
Bus: 32–Size: 0.8031 MW

PSO
Bus: 09–Size: 1.0625 MW

3.0590 MWBus: 24–Size: 1.0447 MW
Bus: 30–Size: 0.9518 MW

BBO
Bus: 14–Size: 0.7539 MW

2.9247 MWBus: 24–Size: 1.0994 MW
Bus: 30–Size: 1.0714 MW

The voltage profile of the IEEE 33-bus system for the cases of uninstalling and installing PVDG
units by the four applied methods is shown in Figure 4. The five different curves point out that
approximately all buses in the case without using PVDG units have lower voltage than other remaining
cases. In addition, many buses in power system without PVDG units own voltage less than 0.95 pu,
especially, two buses with less than 0.92 pu while those from power system using PVDG units are
higher than 0.96 pu. Although the allowed range of voltage is [0.95, 1.05], higher voltage than lower
bound is also preferred. Among the four applied methods, the lowest voltage from BBO is the best one
with 0.9722 pu whilst that from PSO, ABC and GA are 0.9688 pu, 0.9611 pu and 0.9682 pu, respectively.
Clearly, BBO is the most effective in improving voltage profile for the IEEE 33-bus system.
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One more time, the outstanding performance of BBO can be demonstrated via the review on
fitness functions obtained in 100 iterations for the best run shown in Figure 5. Solution of BBO at the
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13th iteration can get better quality than that of three other methods at the final iteration. Furthermore,
the improvement of solution quality of BBO can be seen clearly from the 13th iteration to the last one
while other methods may be fallen into local zone and jumping out the zone seems not to be done.
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5.2. Case 2: IEEE 69-Bus Distribution Network

In this section, three different PVDG units are installed in the IEEE 69-bus system shown in
Figure 6. Their locations as well as their rated power are determined by using the four implemented
methods. Similar to IEEE 33-bus system, from bus 2 to bus 69 can be chosen for installing these units
and the highest rated power of each PVDG unit is 2.0 MW. In addition, the five harmonic flows shown
in Table 1 are simultaneously injected to eight buses in the system including 10, 12, 18, 19, 22, 25,
46 and 65.
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Thirty trial runs are run for each of the four applied methods and three important values consisting
of the best, average and worst objective functions are reported in Table 5. The comparison of the
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best objective function F can lead to the evaluation that BBO can find the best optimal solution with
the lowest objective among four methods once its value is 0.1850 while those from GA, ABC and
PSO are 0.1873, 0.1870 and 0.1864, respectively. For the best F, the improvement of BBO over GA,
ABC and PSO is 1.228%, 1.070% and 0.751%. Besides, the stablization in search process of BBO is
also judged to be better than GA, ABC and PSO via the the best average of 0.1859 meanwhile that of
three other methods is 0.1902, 0.1892 and 0.1881. Furthermore, the search ability fluctuation of the
four methods can be reflected via the comparison of the worst solution. The worst solution of BBO is
also the smallest among those of the four methods. Corresponding to the best objective function F,
the best F1 and the best F2 are also reported in Table 5 for comparison of total power loss and harmonic
flows. The four methods have the same F2 equaling zero while F1 of BBO is also the best one. Clearly,
all the methods can reduce harmonic flows fallen into the allowed range less than 5% for THD and
3% for IHD from IEEE Std. 519. However, better comparison of harmonic objective function can be
solved based on THD and IHD reported in Table 6. Also, the exact total power loss can be observed
in the table. As seen from the case without PVDG units, THDmax

V and IHDmax
V are equal to 5.3964%

and 3.4878%, which are higher than harmonic standard, 5 % and 3 %, respectively. On the contrary,
those from four methods are less than 5% and 3% for THDmax

V and IHDmax
V , especially BBO with the

best results, 3.3037% for THDmax
V and 2.1305% for IHDmax

V . Although GA, ABC and PSO can satisfy
harmonic constraints, their results are worse than that of BBO. The power loss report also leads to
the conclusion that the power system is working ineffectively due to the highest power loss for the
case without PVDG units installed, but the power loss can be optimized when applying BBO for
determining location and capacity of PVDG units. The total power loss significantly reduces from
0.2245 MW to 0.0692 MW corresponding to without PVDG units and with PVDG units from BBO’s
solution. Clearly, the instalation of PVDG untis is really important and the effectiveness of BBO is
trully confirmed.

Table 5. The comparison of results obtained by four methods for IEEE 69-bus system.

Method GA ABC PSO BBO

The worst F 0.2499 0.1931 0.1955 0.1871
Average F 0.1902 0.1892 0.1881 0.1859
The best F 0.1873 0.1870 0.1864 0.1850
The best F1 0.3122 0.3117 0.3107 0.3083
The best F2 0 0 0 0

Table 6. The comparisons of IHD, THD and total power loss for IEEE 69-bus system.

Case Without
PVDG

With PVDGs
and GA

With PVDGs
and ABC

With PVDGs
and PSO

With PVDGs
and BBO

THDmax
V (%) 5.3964 3.7720 3.9330 3.3511 3.3037

IHDmax
V (%) 3.4878 2.4372 2.5414 2.1619 2.1305

Total active power loss (MW) 0.2245 0.0701 0.0700 0.0698 0.0692

Bus numbers where PVDG units are being installed and the capacity of the PVDG units together
with the total capacity of all units found by the four methods are summarized in Table 7. The total
capacities of three proposed PVDG units obtained by GA, ABC, PSO and BBO methods are 3.2451
MW, 2.5015 MW, 2.7678 MW and 2.6241 MW, respectively. It is clear that BBO can find signficantly and
slightly less capacity than GA and PSO but it is slighly higher than ABC. Nevertheless, the effectiveness
of BBO in terms of total power loss minimization and harmonic flow reduction is superior to ABC for
the system.
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Table 7. The best solutions and the total capacity of PVDG untis found by the four implemented
methods for IEEE 69-bus system.

Method The Best Solution Total Capacity of PVDG Units

GA
Bus: 18–Size: 0.5239 MW

3.2451 MWBus: 49–Size: 0.9356 MW
Bus: 61–Size: 1.7856 MW

ABC
Bus: 18–Size: 0.4290 MW

2.5015 MWBus: 61–Size: 1.7405 MW
Bus: 69–Size: 0.3320 MW

PSO
Bus: 09–Size: 0.6385 MW

2.7678 MWBus: 17–Size: 0.4390 MW
Bus: 61–Size: 1.6903 MW

BBO
Bus: 11–Size: 0.5388 MW

2.6241 MWBus: 18–Size: 0.3669 MW
Bus: 61–Size: 1.7184 MW

The voltages of all buses in the IEEE 69-bus system for the case without PVDG units and for four
cases with PVDG units from GA, ABC, PSO and BBO are illustrated in Figure 7. There are five voltage
magnitude values at each bus in the figure for the comparison of voltage improvement. All the curves
see that voltage of the case without PVDG unit is always below that of four other cases. Especially,
the lowest voltage of the system without PVDG is equal to 0.9092 pu, but the lowest one from four
other cases is much higher. They are 0.9810 pu, 0.9790 pu, 0.9789 pu and 0.9790 pu for BBO, PSO, ABC,
GA, respectively. Clearly, BBO has better voltage magnitude than other methods. Furthermore, the
curves can see that approximately all buses of BBO own better voltage than other ones.
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One more time, the outstanding performance of BBO over GA, ABC and PSO can be observed via
Figure 8. All solutions found by BBO are much more effective than those from other ones since the
deviation from red curve and other curves is significant and clearly seen.
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The BBO solution at the 18th iteration has lower fitness than solutions of three other methods
at the final iteration. It is clear that BBO has faster search ability than other ones for the system with
69 buses. In summary, simulation results in Section 5 can lead to the two following main conclusions:

(1) Installing PVDG units in a distribution power network can bring benefits such as destroying
harmonic flows acceptably, improving voltage profiles, and reducing total power losses;

(2) Among the four implemented methods, including GA, ABC, PSO and BBO, the most effective
method for determining location and size of PVDG units in distribution power network is BBO.
BBO can reduce harmonic magnitude harmfully influencing loads, improve voltage profile,
reduce total power loss and minimize capacity of PVDG units.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an effective biogeography-based optimization algorithm (BBO) has been employed
to determine optimal location and size of PVDG units installed in two IEEE distribution network with
33 buses and 69 buses with intent to minimize power loss and satisfy IEEE Std. 519 related to harmonic
flow limits. The multi objective function with the presence of total power loss and two harmonic
components consisting of THD and IHD has been considered to be minimized for the two systems.
In the study, we have proposed a very effective multi-objective function in which total power loss in
MW has been considered in the first objective F1 and the sum of THD and IHD has been considered in
the second objective. In addition, objective F1 and objective F2 could be converted into the same per
unit with the same range less than 1. By using the multi-objective function, the selection of weight
factors associated with the two objectives has become a simple task due to a very small deviation
between the two objectives. Furthermore, as using the multi-objective function, harmonic flow could
be kept within allowed range and the total power loss minimization can be focused better. The results
from IEEE 33-bus distribution network and IEEE 69-bus distribution network have indicated that
harmonic flows could be treated in the case of installing PVDG units and total power loss could be
reduced effectively. In addition, three other meta-heuristic algorithms have also been applied for
optimizing location and size of PVDG units. The result comparisons related to the considered problem
such as total power loss, THD, IHD, voltage profile and total capacity of all PVDG units as well as
related to solution search ability of the four methods could show the outstanding performance of BBO
over GA, ABC and PSO. As a result, it could lead to a conclusion that the installation of PVDG units is
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highly important in distribution power network for the case with harmonic flows, and the application
of BBO brings high effectiveness.
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Nomenclature

µI The current penalty factor
µV The volt penalty factor
α2 The component in the F2_IHD
α1 The component in the F2_THD
µm Emigration rate
λm Immigration rate
∆In,m The current difference at the nth branch of the mth solution
γ The maximum allowable limit of the individual harmonic distortion
δ The maximum allowable limit of the total harmonic distortion
∆Vn,m The voltage difference at the ith bus of the mth solution
ω1 The weight factor of F1
ω2 The weight factor of F2

E and I Maximum possible emigration rate and immigration rate, respectively
F1 The objective function of the total power loss
F2 The objective function of the harmonic distortion
F2_IHD The component in the objective function of the individual harmonic distortion
F2_THD The component in the objective function of the total harmonic distortion
FFm The fitness function of the mth solution
Fm The objective function of the mth solution
Hj The jth habitat
Hm The mth habitat
H The number of order harmonic under consideration
Hj,d The jth emigrating habitat with dth control variable
Hmin The lower bound in the searching space
Hm,d The mth immigrating habitat with the dth control variable
Hmax The upper bound in the searching space
HSI The habitat suitable index
In The current magnitude of the nth branch before installing PVDG units
InDG The current magnitude of the nth branch after installing PVDG units
IHDh

v,i The voltage individual harmonic distortion of the hth order harmonic at the ith bus
IHDmax

v The maximum voltage individual harmonic distortion at the system
In,m The current of the mth solution at the nth branch
Imax
n The maximum current at the nth branch

Iter Current iteration number
Lj,m The location of the jth PVDG unit at the mth solution
Lmin

j The lower bound in the location of the jth PVDG unit
Lmax

j The upper bound in the location of the jth PVDG unit

m(s) The mutation rate of an individual solution
MaxIter Maximum iteration number
mmax The maximum mutation rate
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Nbr The number of branches in the system
Nbus The number of buses in the system
NDG The total number of PVDG units
Nload The number of loads in the system
Npop Population size
Pmod The habitat modification probability
Pmax

DG The maximum value of the PVDG sizing
Pmin

DG The minimum value of the PVDG sizing
PDG,i Active power of the ith PVDG unit
Pgrid Total active power of grid
Pj,m The capacity of the jth PVDG unit at the mth solution
Pmin

j The lower bound in the capacity of the jth PVDG unit
Pmax

j The upper bound in the capacity of the jth PVDG unit

Pload,i Total active power of the ith load
Ploss,n Total active power loss of the nth branch
Pmax The maximum probability of species count
Ps The probability of the habitat
Rn The resistance of the nth branch in the distribution system
SIV The suitability index variable
Sm The mth species count
Smax The maximum of the species number in the habitat
THDv,i The voltage harmonic distortion at the ith bus
THDmax

v The maximum voltage harmonic distortion at the system
TPL The total power loss of all branches before installing PVDG units
TPLDG The total power loss of all branches after installing PVDG units
Vh The hth order harmonic voltage of the ith bus
V1

i The fundamental voltage at the ith bus
Vmax

i The maximum voltage at the ith bus
Vmin

i The minimum voltage at the ith bus
Vi The voltage at the ith bus
Vi,m The voltage at the ith bus of the mth solution
Vmax The maximum voltage
Vmin The minimum voltage

Appendix A

Table A1. The whole data of IEEE 33-bus system.

From To R (Ohms) X (Ohms) P (kW) Q (kVAR) Imax (A)

1 2 0.0922 0.0470 100 60 400
2 3 0.4930 0.2511 90 40 400
3 4 0.3660 0.1864 120 80 400
4 5 0.3811 0.1941 60 30 400
5 6 0.8190 0.7070 60 20 400
6 7 0.1872 0.6188 200 100 300
7 8 0.7114 0.2351 200 100 300
8 9 1.0300 0.7400 60 20 200
9 10 1.0440 0.7400 60 20 200

10 11 0.1966 0.0650 45 30 200
11 12 0.3744 0.1238 60 35 200
12 13 1.4680 1.1550 60 35 200
13 14 0.5416 0.7129 120 80 200
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Table A1. Cont.

From To R (Ohms) X (Ohms) P (kW) Q (kVAR) Imax (A)

14 15 0.5910 0.5260 60 10 200
15 16 0.7463 0.5450 60 20 200
16 17 1.2890 1.7210 60 20 200
17 18 0.7320 0.5740 90 40 200
2 19 0.1640 0.1565 90 40 200

19 20 1.5042 1.3554 90 40 200
20 21 0.4095 0.4784 90 40 200
21 22 0.7089 0.9373 90 40 200
3 23 0.4512 0.3083 90 50 200

23 24 0.8980 0.7091 420 200 200
24 25 0.8960 0.7011 420 200 200
6 26 0.2030 0.1034 60 25 300

26 27 0.2842 0.1447 60 25 300
27 28 1.0590 0.9337 60 20 300
28 29 0.8042 0.7006 120 70 200
29 30 0.5075 0.2585 200 600 200
30 31 0.9744 0.9630 150 70 200
31 32 0.3105 0.3619 210 100 200
32 33 0.3410 0.5302 60 40 200

Imax is maximum line current limit; SB = 100 MVA; VB = 12.66 kV.

Table A2. The whole data of IEEE 69-bus system.

From To R (Ohms) X (Ohms) P (kW) Q (kVAR) Imax (A)

1 2 0.0005 0.0012 0 0 400
2 3 0.0005 0.0012 0 0 400
3 4 0.0015 0.0036 0 0 400
4 5 0.0251 0.0294 0 0 400
5 6 0.3660 0.1864 2.6 2.2 400
6 7 0.3811 0.1941 40.4 30 400
7 8 0.0922 0.0470 75 54 400
8 9 0.0493 0.0251 30 22 400
9 10 0.8190 0.2707 28 19 400

10 11 0.1872 0.0619 145 104 200
11 12 0.7114 0.2351 145 104 200
12 13 1.0300 0.3400 8 5 200
13 14 1.0440 0.3450 8 5.5 200
14 15 1.0580 0.3496 0 0 200
15 16 0.1966 0.0650 45.5 30 200
16 17 0.3744 0.1238 60 35 200
17 18 0.0047 0.0016 60 35 200
18 19 0.3276 0.1083 0 0 200
19 20 0.2106 0.0690 1 0.6 200
20 21 0.3416 0.1129 114 81 200
21 22 0.0140 0.0046 5 3.5 200
22 23 0.1591 0.0526 0 0 200
23 24 0.3463 0.1145 28 20 200
24 25 0.7488 0.2475 0 0 200
25 26 0.3089 0.1021 14 10 200
26 27 0.1732 0.0572 14 10 200
3 28 0.0044 0.0108 26 18.6 200

28 29 0.0640 0.1565 26 18.6 200
29 20 0.3978 0.1315 0 0 200
30 31 0.0702 0.0232 0 0 200
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Table A2. Cont.

From To R (Ohms) X (Ohms) P (kW) Q (kVAR) Imax (A)

31 32 0.3510 0.1160 0 0 200
32 33 0.8390 0.2816 14 10 200
33 34 1.7080 0.5646 19.5 14 200
34 35 1.4740 0.4873 6 4 200
3 36 0.0044 0.0108 26 18.55 200

36 37 0.0640 0.11565 26 18.55 200
37 38 0.1053 0.1230 0 0 200
38 39 0.0304 0.0355 24 17 200
39 40 0.0018 0.0021 24 17 200
40 41 0.7283 0.8509 1.2 1 200
41 42 0.3100 0.3623 0 0 200
42 43 0.0410 0.0478 6 4.3 200
43 44 0.0092 0.0116 0 0 200
44 45 0.1089 0.1373 39.22 26.3 200
45 46 0.0009 0.0012 39.22 26.3 200
4 47 0.0034 0.0084 0 0 300

47 48 0.0851 0.2083 79 56.4 300
48 49 0.2898 0.7091 384.7 274.5 300
49 50 0.0822 0.2011 384.7 274.5 300
8 51 0.0928 0.0473 40.5 28.3 200

51 52 0.3319 0.1114 3.6 2.7 200
9 53 0.1740 0.0886 4.35 3.5 300

53 54 0.2030 0.1034 26.4 19 300
54 55 0.2842 0.1447 24 17.2 300
55 56 0.2813 0.1433 0 0 300
56 57 1.5900 0.5337 0 0 300
57 58 0.7837 0.2630 0 0 300
58 59 0.3042 0.1006 100 72 300
59 60 0.3861 0.1172 0 0 300
60 61 0.5075 0.2585 1244 888 300
61 62 0.0974 0.0496 32 23 300
62 63 0.1450 0.0738 0 0 300
63 64 0.7105 0.3619 227 162 300
64 65 1.0410 0.5302 59 42 300
11 66 0.2012 0.0611 18 13 200
66 67 0.0047 0.0014 18 13 200
12 68 0.7394 0.2444 28 20 200
68 69 0.0047 0.0016 28 20 200

Imax is maximum line current limit; SB = 100 MVA; VB = 12.66 kV.
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